Birds' Homes
Lesley Teare Designs 2022 SAL - Subscription

Manufacturer: Lesley Teare Designs
Reference:LJT992-SUB
Price: $13.99
Description:

Birds' Homes
Lesley Teare 2022 Stitch Along - Subscription
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Lesley Teare Designs

Available as a subscription, Lesley Teare's exciting new SAL will be released monthly in 12 parts throughout 2022.
It features 12 delightful bird house motifs with a new cross stitch chart becoming available each month.

The design is set in a frame with each box housing one motif. We are revealing a couple of details in the pictures so
you can get a feel of these lively and detail-rich motifs.

The cross stitch chart includes small areas worked in backstitch, a couple of French knots (which you can
substitute with seed beads) as well as some fractional stitched for detail (bird heads).

Get a head-start and downoad both legend and frame chart now. This chart includes the cross stitch frame which
we suggest you cross stitch ahead of time so you only need to fit a new motif into each box every month.
SAL release dates

Each of the 12 charts is released as of thefirst of each month as of Jan 1st 2022. If you missed the Jan 1st start, no
worries, you can "catch up" at any time during the year.
The complete chart will be available as of December 1st 2022.

Download your chart each month in the SAL Subscriptions section (sign in required).

The price listed is for the complete series (all 12 parts).

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the full SAL pattern:

Full design size in stitches: 170 x 220 - each of the 12 parts is 50 x 50
Needlework fabric: 14ct Aida, 28ct Linen or Evenweave, white
Size (on 14ct/28ct): 12 x 16 inch (31 x 40 cm)
Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch, French Knots, Fractional stitches

Chart: Color
Threads: DMC stranded cotton, metallic Gold
Number of colors: 27

>> Download Color key and frame chart

Themes: tea cups, china cups, tea time, birds, butterflies, bees, flowers

>> see all Bird patterns by Lesley Teare Designs

>> see all patterns available as Subscriptions (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

